Shear-Wave Elastography: Could it be Helpful for the Diagnosis of Non-Mass-Like Breast Lesions?
The goal of this study was to analyze the diagnostic performance of shear wave elastography (SWE) in differentiation of benign and malignant non-mass-like (NML) breast lesions. Three hundred sixteen consecutive breast lesions in 305 patients who have been scheduled for ultrasound (US)-guided core needle biopsy or vacuum-assisted biopsy or surgical excision between January 2013 and August 2013 were initially included in this study. Finally, 63 patients with 67 lesions classified as NML lesions comprised our study population. The features of SWE and its diagnostic performance in NML lesions were analyzed. Among the 67 NML lesions, 33 were malignant and 34 were benign. The maximum elastic modulus, mean elastic modulus, minimum elastic modulus, elastic modulus ratio and stiff rim sign of the malignant lesions were all significantly higher than those of benign lesions (p < 0.05). The combination of conventional US with maximum elastic modulus and stiff rim sign got significantly higher diagnostic specificity and positive predictive value (PPV) than conventional US (p < 0.05 for both). In the benign lesions, 23 (67.6%) unnecessary biopsies could have been eliminated after the combination of conventional US and SWE. SWE could increase diagnostic specificity and positive predictive values of NML breast lesions. The combination of conventional US and SWE could reduce unnecessary benign biopsies of NML lesions.